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ABSTRACT: The ‘Coconut EST-SSR Marker Database’ is a curated and integrated web-based relation database 

providing access to coconut microsatellites. Using this database, users can access information of EST-SSR markers in 

coconut, designed from transcriptome data, and gene sequences used to generate these markers. Users are provided 

with provision to upload EST-SSR data in FASTA formats. Results are also available in downloadable formats. This 

readily accessible web-enabled database provides a more efficient utilization of molecular marker resources in coconut 

and will help accelerate basic and applied research in coconut molecular breeding. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Coconut (Cocos nucifera) belongs to the monocotyledonous family Arecaceae. It is perennial oil yielding 

economic tree crop of tropics. There are two main types of coconut: ‘tall’, the naturally cross pollinating group with 

more economic value, and ‘dwarf’, the naturally self-pollinating group with reduced size and growth habit. It is 

believed that the ‘dwarf’ originated from earliest ‘tall’ coconut palms and maintained most of its original genome 

because of its autogamous behavior [1-3]. Evaluation of genetic diversity is an important step towards effective utility 

in coconut breeding programmers. The diversity analysis of a coconut germplasm has traditionally been based on 

morphological and biochemical features. Earlier attempts made however, have shown a few inflorescence descriptors 

and fruit components as useful descriptors in assessing coconut germplasm [2]. Efforts made to reveal coconut genetic 

diversity by isozyme analysis too had met with meager success, mainly due to technical limitations [4, 5]. The 

conventional method for studying coconut diversity has so many other problems like long growth period, large area 

required for planting, inherent cross pollinated nature of the crop, and the laborious work involved. All these limitations 

can be overcome by molecular markers. 

 Various molecular markers have been used for coconut genetic studies viz., RAPD [6, 7], RFLP [2], AFLP [8] 

and SSR [9-13]. Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs) or microsatellites are becoming the most important molecular 

markers in both animals and plants [14]. SSR markers or microsatellite are tandem repeats (mono, di, tri, tetra and 

above nucleotide units) interspersed throughout the genome and can be amplified using primers that flank these 

regions. These markers are an ideal tool for genetic diversity and relationship studies due to their high information 

content, reproducible, co-dominant and multi-allelic nature and high discriminating power [15, 16] and also SSRs cover 

the whole genome and have become markers of choice for diversity analysis and genome analysis [17- 21].  SSRs are 

highly abundant and exhibit broad levels of polymorphism in eukaryotic [22, 23] and prokaryotic genomes [24, 25]. 

Their variability in length is caused by slip-strand mutations and that may affect the local structure of DNA molecule or 

encoded protein [26]. The identification and production of new SSRs from genomic DNA libraries are laborious and 

need more time which discounted the advantages of the molecular marker [27]. SSRs can be developed at cheaper costs 

through the mining of transcriptome databases using various software’s. Plant tissues can be used to generate cDNAs 

from mRNA and sequenced to generate ESTs that are assembled into a non-redundant set of sequences (contigs and 

singletons). 

Molecular markers developed from ESTs are known as EST-SSR markers which are easily obtained by 

electronic search of EST databases and are useful in developing linkage maps and in marker assisted breeding 

programmers [28, 29]. The SSRs marker developed from expressed sequence tag (ESTs) sequence can be used as an 
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efficient functional marker in genic region [30]. Only two earlier studies, viz., Xiao et al. [31] and Xia et al. [32] have 

reported development of gene-based SSR markers (EST-SSRs) from coconut transcriptome data. Publically available 

gene based SSR markers are few which limits the scope for molecular breeding in coconut palms. Also, there is no 

EST-SSR marker database in case of coconut palm. Construction of a EST-SSR marker database would definitely help 

coconut researchers and formed the objective of this study. 

II. DATABASE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  

Database design 

 The design of the ‘Coconut EST-SSR Marker Database’ followed three schema architecture (Fig. 1). The 

database was developed in Windows environment using Adobe Dreamweaver as IDE (Integrated Development 

Environment). Dreamweaver was used because it is a more fully featured HTML web and programming editor. The 

whole database interfaces were coded using PHP (Preprocessor Hyper Text) version 5.3.4 and HTML (Hyper Text 

Markup Language). PHP is a widely used open source general purpose scripting language especially suited for web 

development and can be embedded in to HTML. Other than user interfaces, every database should need some database 

management systems. We have used custom MySQL database version 5.1.53. It is the most popular open source 

relational SQL (Structured Query Language) management system. MySQL acts as a container that holds all the types of 

data such as text, audio, images etc. Another most important part of database is “Apache", the webserver within the 

Windows. By running a local apache server on windows, the webpage’s can be viewed in a browser. All the animations 

and validations in the database were done using JQUERY version 1.11.3 i.e., fast, small, feature rich JavaScript library. 

Database also includes Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) that deals with looks and formatting of the user interfaces. 

Database Implementation: Database was developed in Windows environment, and hosted in Linux platform. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Overall schema of coconut EST-SSR marker database 
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III. RESULTS 

Database description:  The ‘Coconut EST SSR Marker Database’ is a multiuser system. Only registered users can 

access the database. Once the user has been registered, the user can access the database using created username and 

password. For that, users have login option in the home page (Fig. 2). Some options are only limited to the 

‘Administrator’ (admin) of the database. Separate pages are created for user and admin (Fig. 3). The database is 

composed of five tables, which stores the all the data of the database including  ‘Accession Number’, ‘Primer name’, 

‘Forward primer sequence’, ‘Reverse primer sequence’, ‘Product size’, the ‘Protein coded’ etc. The database also 

contains details of the gene sequences that were used to generate the EST-SSR markers.  

 

 
                                                         Fig.1. Screen shot of the ‘Home Page’ 

 

 

Fig.2. Screen shot of the ‘User Page’ 

 The query results are displayed in tabular format showing the ‘Marker name’ and ‘Unigene id’. The ‘Marker 

name’ link takes the user to the new page giving ‘Marker information’, which displays the sequences along with the 

repeat type and primers (both forward and reverse primers). By giving the ‘Unigene id’, the complete sequence of the 

particular EST-SSR marker can be viewed. Currently, this database stores information on 143 coconut EST SSR 

markers that can be viewable and downloadable easily.  
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The main interfaces in the database are upload interface, search interface, download interface. 

Upload Interface: Upload interface helps user to upload EST-SSR data and gene sequences in to the database (Fig. 4) 

 

                                                   Fig.4. Screen shot of the ‘Upload Interface’ 

Search Interface:  The EST-SSR search result page displays ‘Marker name’ and ‘Unigene id’. The individual marker 

entry links to a page where details of the markers are displayed (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). Markers can be searched by marker 

name. It is also possible to search sequences based on ‘Unigene Id’ (Fig .7)  

 

 

Fig.5. Screen shot of search interface of coconut EST-SSR marker database 
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Fig.6. Displaying the result of search (EST-SSR Marker Information) 

.              

Fig.7. Searching Gene sequence based on ‘Unigene Id’ 

Download Interface: Using ‘Download interface’, user can download the whole database contents as excel sheet. 

III. CONCLUSION 

 The Coconut EST-SSR Marker Database’ has been created to provide researchers with access to coconut EST 

SSR data. Access to this database is provided through integrated web tools which allow users to access data via search 

interfaces. It also provides facility to download and view the Markers, their subsequent repeat type. The web pages are 

organized such that users can easily access the data of interest regardless of the navigation starting point. For example, 

the home page has links to view the details of all the EST-SSR from which marker details, sequences can be viewed. A 

general tool bar is also included in each page for the ease of navigation through the site. Overall, we hope that this 

database would immensely benefit coconut researchers. 
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